ACADEMIC COUNCIL RETREAT  
July 13, 2006  
12:00 – 4:00 p.m.

AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Approval of Minutes: May 25, 2006
3. Redefining Mission of Academic Council
4. The role of Academic Council in advancing the plan (colloquia and beyond operationalizing) the plan
5. Tribe S
6. Reminder: Accreditation appointments
7. Other
8. Next meeting: to be determined

“Happy” Adjournment

16513 Harbour Lane  
Huntington Beach, CA  92649  
562.577.3319 ← call this number if you get lost!

Directions from LAC Campus (via surface streets):

Carson to Studebaker (turn right) to
Westminster (turn left) to
Bolsa Chica (turn right) to
Heil (turn right) to
Saybrook (turn left) to
Morning Star (turn right); and then quick right onto Harbour Lane
park on the street and walk to the 4th driveway on Harbour Lane

Note: If you use Mapquest or Google Maps: do not: “Turn RIGHT onto FISHER DR.”
do “Turn RIGHT onto MORNINGSTAR”